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GRSi brings large business capability with small business credit through one
of the fastest, most flexible and cost competitive contracts in government.
GRSi and its diverse team of teammates bring services and solutions in IT,
integration and project management to government clients across the
entire federal government, including the civilian, defense and intelligence
communities.
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Highlights
Award timeframe in as little as 10 business days
Multi-year task orders, up to 120 months
No ceiling on task orders
Non-protestable awards under $10 million
Low access/use fees (not to exceed to .55%)
Competitive rates on 137 labor categories, easy to modify and add
categories
Flexible teaming: Quickly add subcontractors
Task order modifications are allowed
WOSB credit
$20 billion ceiling over 10 years
FFP, CPFF, CPAF, CPIF, T&M, Hybrid Contract Types
Task Areas












Enterprise Resource Planning
IT Services for Biomedical Research, Health Sciences, & Healthcare
IT Operations and Maintenance
Critical Infrastructure Protection and Information Assurance
Software Development
Integration Services
Chief Information Officer (CIO) Support
Digital Government
Imaging
Outsourcing

People

●

Engineering

●

Technology

Find out how easy professional services acquisition can be.
Getting the right resources at the best rates with the most
flexibility That's the GRSi CIO-SP3 Advantage.
GRSi is an innovative and mature information technology (IT)
professional services company, with multiple contracts in excess of $225
million and a backlog of more than $1 billion in contracts. Our core
competencies for more than a decade are in IT, engineering, and
professional services support for customers that include the National
Institutes of Health (NIH), Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Centers
for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory (JHU/APL), the U.S. Space and Naval
Warfare Command (SPAWAR), U.S. Marine Corps, and the U.S. Army,
among others.
GRSi’s management approach offers a simple and straightforward
management structure and effective contract management control.
Our approach builds on four fundamental elements: an experienced
PM; an agile and flexible organization; structured processes; and
committed subcontractors. These integrated elements allow us to
respond, implement, and manage task orders (TOs) to meet the critical
performance requirements and expectations of our customers.
GRSI’s lean management structure provides a one-step reachback to
support our CIO-SP3 PM, Ms. Yarnell. With one discussion, the PM can
access every resource area of GRSi, including recruiting, contracts,
business and proposal development, and SMEs. By combining our
formal governance structure with the day-to-day management of our
empowered PM, we build a mechanism of assurance and rapid
mitigation for service delivery to accomplish the mission.


“ … quality practices were realized through subcontracting
efforts as well, resulting in high
quality teaming solutions to best
fit government requirements.
Minimal government technical
direction is required … [GRSi
provided] proactive management and customer focused
staff and excellent management
of
subcontractors.”—
Contractor Performance Assessment Reporting System
(CPARS), SPAWAR Contract

WHY GRSI?
In-place CIO-SP3 task order process that provides visibility on every
task order released on the vehicle to all teammates.



Dedicated CIO-SP3 SB Program Manager readily available to discuss
opportunities with teammates and facilitate meetings with
subcontractors, NITAAC Service Center personnel, and potential
customers.



Prime contractor on more than 10 contract vehicles with teams
ranging from 3 to 25 companies.



Commitment to subcontractor interaction on contract vehicles,
providing as much as 39% subcontracted work across more than 40
task orders on one contract alone



Highly selective teaming process—We team with subcontractors with
like-minded approach that our employees are our greatest asset,
ensuring we provide comparable benefits to reduce



With more than 70% of all of our contracts being IDIQ, our
unsurpassed success in managing IDIQ contracts and subcontractors

